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NULLIFICATION OF THE PATENT LAWS. comparatively easy to find his position in the heavens, and 
Property, in law, has been defined to be the highest ri!!;ht makes him more conspicuous than when further south he 

a person has, or can have, to anything; apd the labor of attains his maximum distance 29° from the SUllo He may 
inventing, making, or producing anything is regarded as be readily found on any clear evening for nearly two weeks 
conRtituting one of the most indefeasible titles to property. to come, being now about 3° north of the sun, and setting an 
Admitting this to'be true, and that when letters patent are hour and three·quarters after the sun. Venus will be for a 
granted to an inventor he has a legal title given him for a few nights a bright guide to her more humble companion, 
specified term to the article or thing patented, which thus being a little distance, to the southeast, and setting only a 
becomes his property, and that, in the words of the statute, quarter of an hour after him. The paths of the two planets 
an exclusive right is conferred upon him, his heirs, execu- have however commenced to diverge. Mercury is retracing 
tors, and assigns, to " make, vend, and use" that which has his steps toward the sun, setting earlier and losing his 
been invented by him, it seems almost incredible that Con· luster as he draws nearer to the magnet whose every im
gress should now attempt to put at defiance these plain I pulse he blindly obeys. Venus is still traveling on her east· 
principles of justice, and unblushingly assert itself the law· ward course toward elongation, increasing in size and 
breaker as well as the law·maker, so far as the rights of brightness as she increases her distance from the sun, 
inventors and patentees are concerned; nevertheless, such is while the proximity of the two planets lends for a few 
literally the case. nights a notewortby interest to the long twilight glow of 

A bill has recently p'lssed the House of Repl'esentatives the serene summer night. 
at Washington, nominally for the relief of innocent pul'- Mercury will fade into invisibility about the middle of 
chasers of patented articles, but virtually for robbing the the month, when his lesser ligbt will be obscured in the 
patentee of the rights and privileges expressly awarded him sun's rays. On the 28th, at 1 o'clock in the morning, he is 
by law. The bill reads thus: "That no action for damages again close to the sun, reaching his inferior conjunction 
or proceeding in equity shall be sustained, nor shall the when he is at his nearest point to the eartb, and, passing 
party I>e held liable under Sections 4,919 or 4,921 of the between the earth and sun, reappears ,on his western side as 
Revised Statutes of the United States, for the use of any morning star, commencing again his oft repeated course. As 
patented article or device, when it shall appear on the trial he completes a synodic revolution in one hundred and fif
that the defendant in such action or proceeding purchased teen days, that is, a journey from inferior conjunction round 
said article for a valuable consideration in the 'open mar· to inferior conjunction again, it is easy to follow his wander· 
keto '" This bill, fortunately, is not yet law, and there is ings. Observers who keep up with tbe position of the 
little probability that the Senate will ever assent to so planets from month to month cannot fail to be greatly in· 
iniquitous a measure; but even if it sbould, there is not a terested in the bright stars with whose destiny our own is 
question of doubt but that the 'law would be declared indissolubly united. They will soon learn to look upon 
unconstitutional by the 8upreme Court. these brother worlds with feelings of far deeper personal 

In order that our readers may fully comprehend the char'j interest than those with which tbey regard the suns of space 
acter of the bill, we would state in plain English that it pro· . shining from measureless distances in the star depths. 
poses to give any indi vidual or corporation the right to use I Mercury sets now at �,quarter past 9'o'clock in the evening. 
and hold, as against the real owner, property bought from al

l
' At the close of the month he rises about half past 4 o'clock 

third party who had no title or claim to it, and who was in the morning. 
unauthorized, either directly or indirectly, to dispose of it. VENUS 
This is simply to give" protection" to a purchaser who has is ev'ening star, and, after the brief companionship of Mer. 
unfortunately, or imprudently, by not exercising due diligence cury in the early part of the month, reigns alone in the 

(Illustrated articles are marked with an asterisk.) or making proper inquirie!!, bought from._.an irresponsible western sky, the undisputed queen of the starry throng. "'cld, lactic. preparation .. ...... 3:17 Inventions. metallurJllcaJ ....... 337 party that which did not belong to the vender. If patented Almost as soon as the sun has disappeared, she hangs her �!l:.\�E�g'wd'��r:;:;t��ri iii:::: �� t'i.���ii'�:;,:l,t':lI��?��:::::::: � articles can be thus bought and held, so should real estate, golden lamp in the glowing west, and, wherever an eye is 
Rl,"a�� s��J'S:��':!iiy':,"o.":::.:::::,,,·· � j;lf;;-S��Ylh �flt�:���8::::::::: m Boilers, locomotiye, inspection of S32 l,oess of North America .......... 332 for both have equal rights as property. The law distinctly turned t') the heavens, she is sure of an admirer. She reigns 
ll"We cleaner. new* .............. ll30 Mandrel, expanding' ............. 337 gives a patentee or his legal representatives tbe exclu�ive alone. No brother planets cross her track, no brilliant stars 
ig��I';.:rll,ftl;Jl�I���ek::::.:::::: �f ��:��f:di�

w
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plo'i-cj'�'i,����· article; and no other person has the right to use it without the worthy of record marks her p.ogress. She moves on in her 
Comets and meteors. prize for ... 833 Plow attachment, new· .. . .. . .... 337 patentee's consent, no matter whether he be an innocent or resistless course, lengthening the invisible chain that binds Condenser-for steam en�ines* ... 387 Queen of bedders, the ............ S34 
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o
:n��?���:�:.�::��;.���·: m which had been unlawfully sold; but when asked to define j' tense in its importance, that millions of dollar8 will be ex-

the term "open market," it wag not found convenient or pended for its observation, and the western hemisphel'e 
TABLE OF aONTEN'l'8 01<' possible to do so. According to the theory of Mr. B
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urrows, 
. 
�ill be dotted with observatories where the men of science 

of Michigan, it was" open market" for a set of men to go will assemble to watch every second of the time during' THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, through the country with wagon-loads of gates and dispo� which she makes her passage over the sun's face. Well, 
N"o. 00'4, of them to the farmers, who, after carelessly buying from therefore, may she rest from her labors in the month of 

For tl)e Week endlnll. May 2'2', 1882. 
these irresponsible dealers, find that they are amenable to June, and serenely pursue her course without getting up 
the real owner by virtue of a ,patent which he holds. special entertainments for terrestrial star gazers. 
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We cannot do better than close these remarks by the fol· 
lowing extracts from the speech of Mr. Reed, of Maine, who 
cogently though unsuccessfully opposed the bill: "The 
Constitution," said he, "has a right motive in protecting 
those men (the patentees), because the public get value 
received, and unless you pay the inventors, men will not 
invent. If you rob them of the proceeds of their invention 
after they bave invented, you stop the business. And every 
man knows that notwithstanding the thousands of dollars 
that are taken away from innocent men by fraudulent prac· 
tices, such as are complained of, there are millions of dollars 
conferred upon the public by this very inventive faculty. 
It is because inventors furnish a quid pro quo, it is because it 
is for the interest of this entire country to encourage inven· 
tion, that the patent laws exist, and if you strip a man of 
his reward for his invention, you strip him of 'all incentive 
to exertion. What would thiR country be without the inven
tive faculty? Without the patent laws to.day it would be 
poor instead of being rich. We owe the cheapness of every· 
thing that enters into the production of our daily bread, of 
everything that we wear, of everything that we use, to the 
inventive power. Do not strike it down. It is not wise to 
do so." 
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MARS 

is evening star, and varies his monotonous course with an 
interesting event On the 27th, at 2 o'clock in the morning, 
he is in conjunction w ith Regulus or Alpha Leonis, the lead· 
ing brilliant in the constellation Leo. At the time of con
junctioll, Mars is forty.five minutes of a degree north of 
Regulus. The evening of the 26th will be the best time for 
observation. Regulus can be readily found, for it is the 
well known bright star inthe handle of the Sickle. A favor· 
able time for observation will be about 9 o'clock, when planet 
and star will be nearillg the western horizon. Mars has 
now dwindled to an insignificant red star, and after the 
Sickle and Regulus are found will be easily recognized as 
the only red star in the vicinity. Forty·five minutes of a 
degree can be estimated by remembering that the average 
diameter of the moon IS thirty. two minutes, although the 
nearest point of approach is not reached till Mars is below 
the hori:wn. Regulus is one of the few first magnitude 
stars whose path lies near the ecliptic or sun's path. It is 
not unusual for the planets who always move within eight 
uegrees on each side of the ecliptic to approach within a 
short distance of the bright star that travels in tbeir domain. 
Its nearness to the ecliptic-it is only half a degree distant
makes it useful to nautical observers for determining longi· 
tude at sea, and it. is known as one of the nautical stars. _ 

There is nothing noteworthy in the aspect of Mars except 
his conjunction with Regulus. He is traveling on his slow 
path'to conjuni)tion, and moves so lazily that he will not 
reach the suq tillDecember. Therefore observers have little 
else to do but to follow his course among the stars. After 
passing Regulus, he hastens to overtak(� Ul'anus, while Venull 
follows closely on his steps, the result being that next 
month the monotony will be broken up, Mars passing 
Uranus, and Venus passing Uranps and Mars. 

Mars sets about half past' 11 o'clock in the evening; a� 
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